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The recent spectacular success of the economy has created new expectations among Irish people.  We

are seeking improved quality to our lives, while preserving and growing the wealth creating capacity

of our people.  But sustainable growth requires flexibility and openness to innovation and change.

Already we are witnessing the logistical and labour pool bottlenecks created by the sudden

acceleration in our economic growth.  If we are to overcome these, we must exploit every

technological opportunity that presents itself.  Electronic working (eWork) is just such an opportunity.

Irish business, in common with many of its European counterparts, has been slow to realise the

potential of eWork.  The United States, on the other hand, has seen its economy transformed by the

new opportunities presented by modern information and communications technologies, and the

enhanced flexibility that electronic working has provided to its workforce.  The US, with an

unemployment rate at levels that would normally be associated with full employment, has continued

to expand and grow because of the efficiencies that these processes provide.  The Irish economy, with

similar low rates of unemployment, must begin to accelerate its take up of the opportunities that

eWorking provides.  

This guide will provide Irish business managers with an overview of the key issues that should be

addressed in exploiting eWorking.  The guide, in combination with its sister web-site at

http://www.ework.ie, will help decision-makers find a path through these issues and make electronic

working a standard business technique for them.  There is little doubt of the potential that eWorking

offers.  Our only concern is whether we can bring our capacity for innovation to bear on this

significant opportunity quickly enough.  Electronic working is a smarter way to work - it is in effect

the future of work. 



1 - eWORK AND BUSINESS

electronic working, or eWork, allows business

tasks to be carried out irrespective of location,

through the use of information and communication

technologies (ICT).

eWork is a subset of teleworking, which also covers other activities like telesales, businesses operated

from the home and mobile working (for example, in sales or service).  The term eWork has been used

throughout this guide as it more accurately reflects its primary purpose - to encourage Irish businesses

to make this kind of working an everyday business practice.

If you have never given much thought to eWork before you might be surprised to find how much is

already going on in Irish companies.  Consider this scenario:

It's been a busy day at the office, and you still have to prepare a presentation for

a business conference in two days' time.  It needs a lot of thought, and you're not

getting the uninterrupted time you need, so you take the files home.  You find

you need figures from the accounts database, so you use your laptop computer to

log on to the company's server.  There's a message from Helen, the R&D Manager

who's in Germany on a site visit, which you reply to.  After completing a draft of

the presentation, you email it to your office for comment from colleagues.

The following morning, you're on the road early, heading for a meeting with some

key clients.  After the meeting, you check your messages again, plugging your

mobile phone into your laptop to make contact.  You read your colleagues'

suggested changes to your presentation, accept some and then email the final

presentation to the conference organisers.

Next day, you spend the early morning practising for your presentation at home

on the laptop before driving to the conference, where your emailed version has

been pre-loaded by the conference organiser.  The presentation is also available

online from the organiser's web-site and, by the time you reach the office, over a

dozen email comments have been forwarded to you from potential clients.

Such scenarios are increasingly common in a wide variety of job functions.  While the people involved

might not describe themselves as eWorkers, much of what they do fits within the description of eWork: 

WORKING FOR SUBSTANTIAL PERIODS OUTSIDE THE OFFICE;

LOGGING ON TO THEIR COMPANY'S COMPUTER REMOTELY, OR TO THE INTERNET;

SENDING AND RECEIVING EMAIL, DATA OR FILES REMOTELY;

DEVELOPING IDEAS, PRODUCTS AND SERVICES REMOTELY.●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●



Our notions of how and where work can be done, and how it can be managed, are changing.  Work

is no longer confined to specific locations or timeframes - it's a flexible process, limited only by our

ability to imagine new ways to deliver.

The impact of eWork
Companies that introduce eWork generally do so for four main reasons: productivity improvements,

cost reduction, staff retention and reducing time spent travelling.  Research shows that companies find

they exceed their own expectations in key areas such as higher staff retention rates and productivity

improvements.  Indeed, productivity often increases to the point where eWorkers require guidance on

how to avoid overworking and burn-out.

Although the vast majority of eWorkers do not work away from the office full-time, eWork techniques

allow many jobs to be based from home or on the road, so staff can complete their work more

effectively without frequent trips back to the office.  The results can be better interfacing with

customers, greater efficiency and less time wasted on the move.

In most companies, there is already a lot of activity that fits comfortably within the definition of

eWork.  The question is whether you can build on that by moving from the current informal

arrangement to a planned experiment.  If successful the next step would be a more formal pilot,

thereby systematically capturing the added value that can be gained from the process.  And if it works

on a pilot scale, should you consider extending the arrangements even further?

Small-scale Experiments
The simplest approach to evaluating eWork is to try it and see what happens.  Experimentation on a

small scale is a good way to get a feel for whether it will suit your company without making major

investments of time or money.  It also allows different styles of eWork to evolve for different

situations.

eWorking as a team

Paul Delaney is e-business sales manager for Ocean.  In his previous job, before he
started eWorking, he used to get up at 6.30am to arrive in the office at 9.00am, where
he spent an hour dealing with email before leaving for meetings with customers, often
travelling back to areas close to where he lived.

"Now I'm rarely in the office but it doesn't affect my work.  I have a standard dial-up
connection from home - an ISDN line is on order.  I use my connection to get email,
and to check diaries for my team using Microsoft Outlook and Schedule.

"My whole team e-work and we've found that, far from making us isolated, we talk
more by email and phone.  Meetings are shorter and more focussed, they're about
things that need to be face-to-face like negotiation, and they don't drag on.

"I try to be in the office on Mondays, and so do most of the team, to facilitate any face-to-face work.  If any of us are
travelling, we also try and arrange to stay in the same place so we can catch up on social and work information.

"Again, I might be driving to a meeting while a team-member is also on the move somewhere else.  He may call me on
the mobile to discuss problems he's having closing a deal - he mightn't do that in front of colleagues but this way he gets
me one-to-one."  

The challenge we face

now is how to use

this new-found

flexibility to address

companies' cost,

labour and

development needs.
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Here are some tips to help you with a small-scale experiment:

THOSE TAKING PART SHOULD BE EXPERIENCED, TRUSTED, SELF-DISCIPLINED MEMBERS OF STAFF WITH GOOD

SKILLS IN IT, TIME MANAGEMENT AND COMMUNICATION;

THEIR MANAGERS SHOULD SUPPORT THE TRIAL AND SHOULD HAVE ADEQUATE IT SKILLS THEMSELVES;

PROVIDE SUITABLE EQUIPMENT AND TRAINING;

BRIEF OTHER STAFF (AND THEIR REPRESENTATIVES) ABOUT THE TRIAL, TO ENSURE TRANSPARENCY AND CO-
OPERATION;

RECOGNISE THAT, AS AN EMPLOYER, YOU ARE STILL RESPONSIBLE FOR EMPLOYEE HEALTH AND SAFETY WHEN

THE EMPLOYEE IS WORKING OUTSIDE THE OFFICE;

MONITOR THE PROCESS REGULARLY AND RESOLVE ISSUES QUICKLY;

MONITOR COSTS;

ENSURE A CLEAR EXIT MECHANISM FOR BOTH EMPLOYER AND EMPLOYEE, TO AVOID DIFFICULTIES IF THE

PROCESS BREAKS DOWN;

EVALUATE THE EXPERIMENT AND DECIDE WHETHER TO STOP OR TO CONTINUE WITH A WIDER ROLL-OUT.

Formal Pilot Schemes
If your existing informal arrangements or your small-scale experiments are successful, you may wish

to go further.  But if eWork seems likely to become an important part of your company's operations,

you should consider introducing a formal pilot scheme, including:

A FEASIBILITY STUDY, EXAMINING ANY EXISTING EWORK IN THE COMPANY (SUCH AS INFORMAL EXPERIMENTS)
AND ESTIMATING THE COSTS AND BENEFITS THAT MIGHT ARISE FROM WIDER IMPLEMENTATION;

SEEKING GOOD EXAMPLES FROM OTHER BUSINESSES.  THIS GUIDE CONTAINS SOME EXAMPLES; MORE

INFORMATION IS AVAILABLE AT HTTP://WWW.EWORK.IE;

CONSULTATION WITH MANAGERS AND EMPLOYEES, EMPLOYEE REPRESENTATIVES AND UNIONS, AS APPROPRIATE,
TO AGREE POLICY;

PILOTING THE PROCESS WITH A SMALL REPRESENTATIVE GROUP.  THERE WILL BE MORE ON PILOT SCHEMES IN

SECTION 3;

MONITORING AND EVALUATING THE PILOT TO DECIDE WHETHER A LARGER ROLL-OUT WOULD BE BENEFICIAL.

In Section 3, we'll look in more detail at the process of introducing eWork.  First, in Section 2, we

examine some of the benefits you might expect to gain.

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

Experiments are

cheaper and faster to

implement than a

formal approach, 

with lower risks.  

They enable a

company to build on

what it is already

doing - but beware of

institutionalising poor

practices. 
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The Technology Specialist

Daragh Scaife is chief technical officer of Oniva, a Dublin-
based company that produces Internet, Intranet and
multimedia work for clients in Ireland and Britain.

Recently he was making a sales presentation in Britain to a
group of people who planned to award their contract the
following morning. 

Sensing that his presentation had not made its mark with
people who had missed the original briefing meeting, Daragh
sought and got agreement to re-present the next morning at 9
am before the decision meeting. 

Overnight, he faxed a new design idea to Dublin and then,
working from a hotel, collected the new presentation files
using his laptop and mobile. 

He made his second presentation the next morning and was
able to secure the contract.1



2 - WHAT CAN eWORK DELIVER?

electronic working is not a panacea, but

companies that apply it intelligently to their

core business functions can gain clear quantifiable

benefits.

The benefits of eWork include:

IMPROVED PRODUCTIVITY;

REDUCED COSTS;

ENHANCED CUSTOMER SERVICE;

BETTER USE OF FACILITIES;

MORE SUCCESSFUL STAFF RECRUITMENT AND IMPROVED STAFF RETENTION;

MORE EFFECTIVELY MANAGED CHANGE PROCESS.

Improving Productivity
Research suggests that eWork results in efficiency improvements of between 10 and 30% (there are no

reports of reduced productivity), arising for the most part from:

REDUCED DISTRACTIONS FOR EWORKERS;

REDUCED NON-PRODUCTIVE TRAVELLING TIME FOR EWORKERS;

BETTER COMMUNICATIONS.

Some eWork jobs have easily measurable productivity - for example, producing lines of code, or

handling telephone calls.  In other jobs the improvements may be in contact time with customers,

schedule performance or task management. 

But even where there are simple productivity

measurements available, quality may be as

important to your business as quantity.

Reducing Costs
The major savings associated with eWorking are:

STAFF TIME - STAFF CAN SPEND MORE TIME

WORKING, LESS TRAVELLING;

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

Marketing by numbers

Mike Davidson is Head of Marketing and Business
Development for eircom's corporate customer unit.
Each of his 17-strong team works from home an
average of two days a week, writing marketing and
communications briefs.  The rest of the time is
spent at the office in meetings and brainstorming
sessions.

"The advantages are increased productivity,
usually by about 25%, a more motivated
workforce, and the opportunity to keep key people
who might be going through lifestyle changes." 2

Every company is

different, so the

benefits to be gained

will differ.

Even in a small

company,

eWork can provide a

range of benefits.



SPACE - INFRASTRUCTURAL COSTS CAN BE

CONTAINED OR REDUCED;

TIME TO MARKET - USING ADVANCED

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS, INFORMATION

SHARING TECHNIQUES, AND GROUPWARE CAN

CUT PRODUCT AND SERVICE DEVELOPMENT

TIMES SIGNIFICANTLY;

DEVELOPMENT COSTS - THE INCREASED

FLEXIBILITY OF EWORK ALLOWS COMPANIES

TO REDUCE DEVELOPMENT COSTS BY SPLITTING

TASKS MORE EFFICIENTLY, AND ACCESSING

EXTERNAL SKILLS AS AND WHEN REQUIRED;

RECRUITMENT - OFFERING EWORK WIDENS

THE POOL OF CANDIDATES, MAKING

RECRUITMENT QUICKER AND EASIER;

STAFF RETENTION - REDUCED STAFF

TURNOVER SAVES ON RECRUITMENT AND

TRAINING;

MARKET COVERAGE - USING ADVANCED

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION

TECHNOLOGIES AND SKILLS HELPS COMPANIES

TO EXPLORE THE POTENTIAL OF EBUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES.

Enhancing Customer Service
Customer service can be improved by:

SHORTENING RESPONSE TIMES;

SIMPLIFYING CONTACT PROCEDURES;

CREATING NEW SERVICE OPTIONS - OUT-OF-HOURS CONTACTS, ONLINE REAL-TIME SUPPORT, ETC;

EXPANDING GEOGRAPHIC COVERAGE OF SERVICE SUPPORT;

REDUCING INTERACTION COSTS (TRAVEL, MEETINGS) FOR BOTH COMPANY AND CLIENT.

Customer service quality is a key differentiating factor in a competitive market.  Companies that use

it effectively will continue to expand, while those that allow it to stagnate or deteriorate will suffer

reduced sales and loss of competitive position.

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚● eWorking in the mainstream

Simon Burke is managing director of Intermec Ireland, based
in Dun Laoghaire and Bray.  The company sells barcode
equipment, develops software to make it all work and
manufactures labels for use with the equipment.

"The company has always had staff working remotely.
Almost from start-up we had a representative in Cork to
cater for customers there in the computer and
pharmaceutical industries.  And we have engineers mobile-
working."

"We now have two international salespeople who operate
from their homes in the UK using laptops and mobiles.  It's
cheaper to locate them there because of the savings on flight
costs and schedules.  We don't need an office in the UK
because customers don't visit us, we visit them.

"We have other staff who eWork - for example, a married
couple who both work for Intermec are based in Mullingar.
One is involved in documentation and spends most of her
time working from home where there are fewer distractions;
the other is a manager and spends about four days a week
in the office, with one day at home.

“eWorking is becoming mainstream.  We offer it as an option
when recruiting, though there is an issue of trust." 

Introducing eWork

involves up-front

costs; the savings

build up over time.
Martin Delaney, Intermec’s Cork representative.
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Customer service at IBM

Ronan McNamara is a client manager for IBM. 

“My role is to be a conduit for my customers sourcing and
distributing information, responding to their specific requests
and being available to sort out their problems.  My priority is
face-to-face customer time, and I need access to the company
intranet to check out customer-specific information. 

“My Thinkpad provides me with all the desktop services I
would have in the office at home, or when I’m travelling, or on
any IBM site.  I can sit down at any of the IBM hot-desking
sites and key my PIN number into the phone extension to have
my calls automatically transferred to me.  And as soon as I
plug in my laptop, the network recognises me.

“I might stay at home if I need uninterrupted concentration, or
go into an IBM site if I need to communicate face-to-face.  Yes,
it’s true e-work can make it hard to switch off – you find you
always have your ears pricked up for work-related information, and I do pick up email and deal with it at weekends, but
I feel the speed of business today requires this kind of flexibility.

“We use Lotus Notes a lot. As a member of lots of different teams – some European, some global - I find the team-room
function great for documents or presentations that we all need uploaded, or maybe just a URL reference to something
useful on our intranet that someone has found. Notes also provides functions to book rooms, facilities and people, all of
which are vital when you’re e-working. There is a preference for teleconferencing rather than face-to-face meetings if they
are internal IBM functions – on some projects, we schedule regular teleconferences to make sure everyone on the team is
up to speed.”

Working smarter

Brendan Thompson is sales director of Flexible Multimedia, a
producer and supplier of multimedia training software to the
corporate sector in Ireland and the UK. 

"Before we started eWorking, I used to spend three days a week
on the road.  Now our four offices are linked by ISDN lines,
which means that we can share a common customer database
– we use Goldmine – which is updated every 20 minutes.  We
can even download it onto our Palm Pilots.  No matter where
I am, I can have up-to-date information on our clients and
their needs.  If a client telephones our Belfast office with a
query that might be relevant to clients in Cork, I know about
it almost instantly.

"Service is an important part of the job, and I like clients to be
able to reach me at all times. Key clients have my direct line
and, by using call forwarding, they have one number that
reaches me wherever I am. 

"eWorking is much more efficient. I do not need to go to the office every day and still I never miss any calls or emails.
And, even though we’re a relatively small company, eWork allows us to meet the competition head on."



Making Better Use of Facilities
While labour is frequently the largest cost

element in many businesses, working space

and facilities are more often than not a close

second.  The provision of even a modest

workstation space (excluding IT equipment)

in the city of Dublin is now running at

a p p r oximately £3,000 per employee

annually.  The set-up cost for an eWorker

may cost slightly more, but the recurring

annual costs are a lot less.

Companies that are undergoing significant

change can exploit ICT developments to

improve their competitiveness and to reduce

their costs - for example, by creating "hot-

desking" facilities where a number of staff

can effectively share the same space by

combining eWork and a common "plug and

play" facility.  Typically these facilities most

often emerged in companies where

significant numbers of staff spent long periods outside their offices.  More recently they are to be

found in areas where no such mobile working had occurred previously, and across a broader range of

job functions.

Staff Recruitment and Retention
The Irish economy is approaching full employment.  Many companies need to fight to retain skilled

staff and to recruit from a wider pool of potential employees.

Surveys in several countries have shown that workers in the three skills areas where Irish businesses

face the greatest shortages - computers, finance and marketing - are also those most likely to be

interested in eWorking.  In the US,  jobs advertised as being eWorkable generate significantly higher

interest among potential candidates.  Crucially, among IT specialists, 70% of those surveyed already

are, or want to be, eWorking within three

years.

Ireland has a lower rate of female

participation in its workforce than other

European countries.  Women with ICT skills

who want to return to the workforce, a

major target group to fill the skill shortages,

are particularly interested in the option of

eWorking according to surveys.

Hot-desking in BA

One of the major hot-desking scheme in Europe to date is
British Airways' Waterside Centre near Heathrow where over
650 of the 3,500 staff supported have no fixed workstations.
Designed by Niels Torp, who also designed the SAS offices in
Stockholm, it is part of an overall strategy intended to
concentrate staff in one place.  It has a staff approval rating
of 95% among those who work there.

The new centre cost £200 million but BA expects to save £15
million a year on existing office space, time and travel
savings between departments that are now adjacent and by
cutting office moving costs.  Older building stock is being
released as leases expire and staff move to Waterside.

Personal storage is now in lockers with two compartments -
one for a laptop and personal effects, the other for two small
plastic baskets of files that can be transported to and from
desks. 

Waterside also makes use of follow-me telephone numbers
and of portable, cordless DECT phones.  Each staff member
has a phone number and a PIN.  They can pick up any
extension and enter their PIN - the exchange then knows
where they are and will redirect voice and fax calls as
appropriate.

Source: Flexible Working magazine 3

Retaining key staff

Daragh Scaife of Oniva says:

"eWork means geography is not a problem - we have used
email links when staff members we want to retain get the
travelling bug.  At one point, we had a 3-D designer
working for us from Spain, and a software developer located
in South Africa. 

"Overall, the most important aspect of eWork is the higher
productivity that's possible in collaborative work by
exchanging files and messages over any distance".
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eWork can also enable a company to look to other

groups - retired people, those with disabilities and

those isolated by geography, in Ireland or abroad -

who can provide their skills remotely.

Managing the Change Process
In an environment of accelerating change,

companies need to show far more flexibility and

imagination.

eWork is particularly suitable for businesses that are

already moving towards the new ways of trading

made possible by information and communications

technology advances.  eCommerce and eBusiness

are changing business models radically through continuous access to wider global markets, reduced

transaction costs and disintermediation as middlemen are removed.

A company planning for, and implementing, these changes must factor in eWork to leverage the

results from the systems and people in which it is already investing. 

Change is an inherent part of the modern business process.  By exploiting eWorking, companies can

smooth the bumps in the change process. 

eWork means the

world is your oyster

when it comes to

locating,  accessing

and retaining staff

with key skills. 

Combining eBusiness and eWork

The Burren Smokehouse is located in
Lisdoonvarna, Co. Clare and processes smoked
value added food.  It employs 17 staff and has a
mail order and corporate clientele. 

The company faces both recruitment and space
limitations issues.  It also wants to combine
eBusiness and eWork, expanding its web-based
transactions using staff eWorking offsite.  Key
issues relate to data security and accessibility.

Three staff will take part in a pilot project, that will
cover marketing, accounts and customer service.
An integrated solution has been proposed that will
allow database access and updating, call tracking
and fast ISDN links between eWorkers and a
central server.





3 - A STEP-BY-STEP eWORK PROCESS

at this point, you are probably unsure exactly

how to begin to evaluate the eWork option in

the context of your own business.  This section

illustrates an approach to setting up a pilot scheme.

The key steps in the eWork process are:

ESTABLISH A BASELINE OF CURRENT ACTIVITY;

ASSESS THE SUITABILITY OF YOUR COMPANY'S CULTURE FOR EWORKING;

IDENTIFY FUNCTIONS THAT CAN BE EWORKED (WHOLLY OR PARTLY);

SELECT SUITABLE MANAGERS;

SELECT EWORKERS;

BUILD A BUSINESS CASE FOR EWORKING;

IMPLEMENT THE PILOT SCHEME;

MONITOR AND EVALUATE THE OUTCOMES.

Baseline of Current Activity
Assessing existing eWorking helps you to identify possible champions for the activity and to select

the functions most likely to be successfully eWorked.  Try to identify:

WHO IS CURRENTLY EWORKING, AND WHO IS NOT, BY GRADES AND FUNCTIONS;

HOW FREQUENTLY THEY EWORK;

WHAT TASKS THEY EWORK;

WHAT TRAINING THEY'VE HAD;

WHAT HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE HAVE BEEN USED;

WHO THEY REPORT TO;

WHAT THEY THINK OF EWORK;

WHETHER EWORK HAS BEEN SUCCESSFUL - AND WHY;

WHAT HAS IT COST;

WHETHER THERE ARE ANY FORMAL AGREEMENTS.●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●



1

It is also useful to monitor conventional (onsite) activity to establish a standard against which

eWorking can be compared later.

The Company Culture
Successful eWork means combining suitable tasks, positive attitudes among staff and managers,

familiarity with IT and a favourable organisational ethos.  Until now eWork has been concentrated in

high-technology companies where the ethos tends to be innovative, flexible and hard working, with

a relatively flat management structure, accompanied often by family-friendly policies to encourage

staff recruitment and retention.

More traditional, hierarchical company cultures tend to equate physical presence with work, and see

the empowerment implicit in eWorking as an unacceptable loss of control and status.  They face a

more daunting task in addressing eWork, as do those companies where regular onsite meetings form

a key part of the corporate culture. 

Functions to be eWorked
The jobs that are most often found to be suitable for eWork include:

PROFESSIONALS AND MANAGERS: ARCHITECTS, ACCOUNTANTS, MANAGERS (INCLUDING MARKETING, FINANCE,
PUBLIC RELATIONS, QUALITY, HUMAN RESOURCES), PROJECT MANAGERS, ACCOUNT MANAGERS, FINANCIAL

ANALYSTS, BROKERS;

IT SPECIALISTS: SYSTEMS ANALYSTS, SOFTWARE PROGRAMMERS, TECHNICAL SUPPORT, SOFTWARE LOCALISATION

ENGINEERS;

PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT WORKERS: BOOK-KEEPERS, TRANSLATORS, PROOF-READERS, INDEXERS, RESEARCHERS,
SENIOR ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF;

CLERICAL SUPPORT WORKERS: DATA ENTRY STAFF, WORD-PROCESSOR OPERATORS, DIRECTORY ENQUIRY STAFF,
TELESALES STAFF;

CLIENT SERVICE FUNCTIONS:  DIRECT SALES, SALES SUPPORT, TECHNICAL SUPPORT, MARKETING AND

RESERVATIONS. 4

Jobs that are more likely to be suitable for eWorking typically:

INVOLVE THINKING MORE THAN ACTING;

ARE HEAVY ON INFORMATION PROCESSING;

CAN BE CLEARLY DEFINED OR INDIVIDUALLY DRIVEN;

HAVE TRANSPARENT OBJECTIVES AND MEASURABLE OUTPUTS;

DO NOT REQUIRE SPECIFIC EQUIPMENT OR INFRASTRUCTURE TO BE UNDERTAKEN;

HAVE MINIMAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SUPERVISION.●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●
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You may find that some parts of a job are suitable while others are not.  For example, a trainer could

work at home preparing material for a new course but must be onsite to deliver it.

These questions may help in identifying suitable jobs:

IS THERE IS A NEED FOR REMOTE ACCESS TO DATA, FILES OR DOCUMENTATION?

IS THERE A NEED FOR ACCESS TO SPECIALIST PLANT OR EQUIPMENT?

ARE CLIENTS CONTACTABLE FROM REMOTE LOCATIONS?

DOES THE JOB REQUIRE FACE-TO-FACE COMMUNICATION?

WOULD THE HARDWARE, SOFTWARE AND ASSOCIATED COSTS MAKE IT TOO EXPENSIVE TO DO THIS JOB

REMOTELY?

CAN THE JOB BE PROPERLY MONITORED AND SUPPORTED REMOTELY? 5

The main economic benefit of eWork is usually either increased productive hours per week or

increased productivity.  Consequently, the more highly paid the employees, the greater the benefits.

On the other hand, larger numbers of lower-paid employees, engaged in repetitive work requiring little

direction, may also be attractive to target for eWork, for both economic and higher staff retention

reasons.  Irrespective of the type of work is involved, it is essential to have a measurement system so

that:

INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE CAN BE MANAGED;

THE SCHEME AS A WHOLE CAN BE EVALUATED.

Suitable Managers
Some managers may resist the introduction of eWork because they feel threatened by the loss of

control or status it appears to entail.  Others may lack the specific skills required to manage eWorkers

successfully.  In both circumstances eWorking may fail as a result, so selection of suitable managers

is as important as selecting the candidates for eWorking. 

Yet, in managing eWorkers, the fundamentals don't change.  The managers should set expectations,

monitor progress, give feedback, and encourage and affirm their staff, irrespective of where their

employees are located.  A good manager of eWorkers will be capable of managing projects rather than

time. 

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

Team management, IBM-style

IBM has introduced a novel way of dealing with the management of an eWorkforce by splitting management of teams
between resource development managers (RDMs), responsible for the management
of project tasks, and people managers, who are responsible for performance
assessment and career development.  There is one people manager for every 50 to
60 staff members.

IBM Ireland’s chairman, William Burgess, says this is particularly important
because project management and people management skills can vary a lot
between managers.  

“With remote teams, if a manager is lacking in the people aspect, you must have
a way of compensating.  They may be excellent at getting projects in on time, and
most people are good at the people aspects too, but performance assessment and
career opportunities are increasingly important for teams that don’t spend all their
time face-to-face – this is where our people managers have their expertise.”
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Such a manager has the capacity to:

ARTICULATE ACCURATELY THE CONTENT OF, AND AGREE, TASKS WITH THE EWORKER;

ENSURE ADEQUATE RESOURCES, TRAINING AND SUPPORT ARE PROVIDED;

DEVELOP COHERENT AND REALISTIC SCHEDULING WITH THE EWORKER;

ESTABLISH PERFORMANCE CRITERIA RELATED TO TASK COMPLETION, REPORTING, TEAM INTERACTIONS AND TASK

STATUS REPORTING;

PROTECT THE EMPLOYMENT, CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND HEALTH AND SAFETY POSITION OF THE EWORKER;

AFFIRM AND SUPPORT THE EWORKER EFFECTIVELY DURING THE ESTABLISHMENT PROCESS AND THE OPERATIONAL

PHASE.

Managers may not fit this profile if they:

ARE UNFAMILIAR WITH INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY;

HAVE POOR COMMUNICATION OR INTERPERSONAL SKILLS;

CANNOT SET CLEAR TARGETS AND MONITOR THEM;

OPPOSE EWORKING IN PRINCIPLE;

DO NOT HAVE RELATIONSHIPS WITH STAFF THAT ARE BASED ON TRUST, EMPOWERMENT AND MUTUAL RESPECT;

ARE NEWLY-APPOINTED AND HAVE NOT YET BUILT TRUST WITH THEIR TEAMS.

Selecting eWorkers
The key personality traits for successful eWork are: 

A HIGH LEVEL OF SELF-DISCIPLINE;

DECISION-MAKING AND PROBLEM-SOLVING SKILLS;

SELF-MANAGEMENT AND TIME-MANAGEMENT ABILITIES;

GOOD COMMUNICATION AND INTERPERSONAL SKILLS;

AN ABILITY TO COPE WITH REDUCED SOCIAL CONTACT AND ISOLATION.

In most pilots, demand for eWorking opportunities usually exceeds the number of places available, so

you have to select.  You can avoid problems by having clear and open policies and criteria, which

should cover both the business needs that may be met through eWorking, and the employee

characteristics that you are seeking.  It is important to make it clear that eWorking is not an

entitlement or a privilege, but a different way of working to suit business needs.  Business goals must

remain the priority.

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

Good, conscientious

employees tend to

make good,

conscientious

eWorkers.



3 - A STEP-BY-STEP eWORK PROCESS

Building an eWork Business Case
The business case must compare costs and benefits.  As you've seen, the main benefits tend to come

from either increased productive hours per week or increased productivity.  However, other possible

sources of benefits were reviewed in Section 2 and should be included in the business case, even if

some of them (for example, enhanced customer service) are difficult to measure in cash terms.

The costs can be categorised as:

ESTABLISHMENT COSTS - HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE, TRAINING, IT, HR AND HEALTH & SAFETY COSTS;

RECURRING COSTS - TELECOMMUNICATIONS COSTS, TRAVEL AND OTHER SUPPORT COSTS.

When calculating costs remember that it is only the additional costs arising from eWork that should

be counted.  And allow for savings elsewhere - perhaps in reduced travel support or lower overheads.

Enterprise Ireland recently launched a series of pilot eWorking projects in a number of sectors not

traditionally associated with the process.  Details on these can be accessed on the eWork website at

http://www.ework.ie.  Based on these pilots, EI has estimated that the average cost for a home office

set-up is approximately £3,500 per employee, excluding additional training and IT support (about

£500 per annum).  With moderate telecommunications costs and ISDN links, other recurring costs are

estimated at £500 per employee on average.  EI concluded therefore that first year costs average

£4,000, with recurring annual costs of £1,000.

Implementing the pilot scheme
A formal pilot scheme needs a small project team

including:

AN "OWNER" OR CHAMPION FROM SENIOR

MANAGEMENT;

AN IT DEPARTMENT OR SERVICE COMPANY

REPRESENTATIVE;

A HR DEPARTMENT REPRESENTATIVE.

In larger companies, it may be useful to have a team

member to represent employees' views.

The project team should review the feasibility study

and business case, especially the timescale and

budget.  It should decide how to communicate its

activities to the rest of the company and how to

monitor and evaluate the trial.

Once management has approved the details,

implementation can begin (see Section 4).

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

The Business Case

should include a

schedule for

implementation,

bringing together the

selection criteria,

hardware and

software purchase,

test and installation,

and training

requirements.

eWork in traditional industry

E. Geraghty and Co. Ltd, a wood joinery and
manufacturer for residential and commercial
markets, is based in Claregalway, Co. Galway.

It has established an eWork pilot that will allow
the sales, accounts, and certain production and
personnel functions to be conducted offsite.  This
will facilitate staff retention, better working
environments (onsite office space is frequently
subject to interruptions from public visits), and
smoother work flow.

The company operates in a traditional industry
sector, but is alive to the potential of advanced
technology solutions to its everyday problems.  It
participates in a World Class Manufacturing
development programme. 

As Mary Geraghty observes:

“eWorking will allow us to improve the overall
efficiency and smooth-running of the business
through the use of information and IT
applications. 

“Work we are currently required to carry out in the
evenings or at week-ends can now be properly
scheduled for the work day, enhancing employee
working conditions and customer satisfaction."
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Monitoring and Evaluation
A conventional business project may thrive simply from its proximity to all the key supports.  An

eWork project - not to mention the eWorkers - cannot thrive in isolation.  Successful implementation

requires continuing and professional support by all the key players involved.  The monitoring and

evaluation mechanism is essential in retaining the support of these groups and tying its success or

failure to their actions.

As well as performance measurement, monitoring methods can include:

FEEDBACK FROM CUSTOMERS, PERHAPS THROUGH SHORT TELEPHONE SURVEYS BEFORE AND DURING THE

PROJECT;

FEEDBACK FROM OTHER MEMBERS OF THE TEAM ON HOW THE EWORK SYSTEM IS OPERATING;

VISITS TO THE EWORKERS FROM THE MANAGER.  SUCH VISITS ALSO HAVE MOTIVATIONAL BENEFITS, BUT THE

PRIVACY OF EWORKERS' HOMES MUST BE RESPECTED.

Finally, the project team will have to evaluate the results against the business case objectives for

introducing eWork, and report to management on whether it has provided the business edge sought.

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

http://www.ework.ie/guide/workstyles.htm : 

A worksheet, adapted from Flexible Working, to help

you decide what jobs (or parts of jobs) may be suitable

for eWorking

http://ework.ie/guide/self-selection.htm :

A worksheet, used by Sainsbury’s in the UK, to help

employees self-select for eWork



4 - PLANNING FOR eWORK 

this section covers some of the more important

eWork issues that need to be planned for, when

you are considering a pilot.

eWork issues include:

COMMUNICATING THE EWORK STRATEGY;

DEVELOPING AN OVERALL EWORK POLICY;

WHERE AND WHEN EWORKING TAKES PLACE;

THE COMMUNICATIONS AND REPORTING CHAIN;

WHAT PERFORMANCE MEASURES ARE TO BE APPLIED;

WHAT EQUIPMENT, SOFTWARE, SUPPORT AND

TRAINING ARE TO BE PROVIDED;

WHAT CAPITAL AND RECURRING COSTS ARE TO BE

COVERED, AND BY WHOM;

HEALTH AND SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS;

CAREER DEVELOPMENT AND EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS;

AN EXIT STRATEGY;

AN EWORK AGREEMENT.

Communicating the strategy
A good communications process between

management and staff is a key element in successful

implementation of an eWork policy.

It is important that a company is clear on the

business objectives of introducing eWork.  These

should have been clarified in the business case (see

Section 3 ), which should define the main points of

the message that needs to be communicated

throughout the company.

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

eWork in Lloyds TSB Bank

Meeting business goals will remain our priority

Requests will be evaluated on their impact for the
business and the needs of customers and
colleagues will be considered first.  The impact of
the scheme will be expected to have a neutral or
positive effect on the business. 

Flexibility is not an entitlement

Flexibility is a different way of working which is
not an entitlement or a way of conferring
preferential treatment.  Managers will approve
requests that are consistent with business needs.  If
the arrangement does not work for the business, it
will not be approved.

Equity means equal access to a fair process

There are standard request forms to help you think
through the proposed arrangements, how it will
affect you, our customers and your colleagues.
Your manager has to make a sound business
decision and the aim of the policy is to ensure it is
done fairly.  The same process is available to
everyone but it does not promise the same
outcome to all.

Working in partnership

You and your manager should work together to get
the best from any proposed work option.  You
should understand how well it will affect the
business.  The process will be monitored centrally
to ensure it is consistently and fairly applied.

Job performance is relevant

Managers will consider job performance when
evaluating a request.  For example, staff who have
shown they are able to work well without
supervision are more likely to adjust successfully
to working off site.  For those who have weak time
management or communication skills, this option
may not be appropriate.

Source: Flexible Working magazine 6



Doing it by the book at Aer Rianta

Aer Rianta is running a two-year formal trial of eWorking for six employees.  The trial was planned by Sheila Flannery,
then a personnel manager with Aer Rianta.

"It is about having a more flexible work pattern to suit the participant's particular lifestyle.  It also facilitates cultural
change within an organisation, as there is greater focus on people's output as opposed to time and attendance."

Sheila researched the literature and carried out a staff survey
before preparing a draft report for the Aer Rianta board
outlining the advantages and disadvantages of running the
trial.  She also drafted a company policy on eWorking, which
has been agreed by the company's joint relations committee
of unions and managers. 

Candidates for eWorking applied to a steering group for
approval.  The group and the prospective candidates received
a day's induction training in eWorking from an external
consultant.  Beforehand, the candidates were assessed in
terms of the job they do, their own suitability and the
suitability of their alternative workplace.

A training day was held with the same external consultant
for the eWorkers and their line managers, covering issues of
communications, time management, and management by
results.  A further technical session was organised with a
member of the IT department.  Senior management support
was indicated by a short presentation at the beginning of the
training day.  All the candidate eWorkers had to undergo
computer training.  Staff from the company's Health and
Safety department inspected their proposed home offices. 

The trial is being monitored through surveys and telephone
interviews by the external consultant.
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Attitudes to eWorking among staff can vary widely, and are frequently based on misconceptions.

Management should use clear language to explain what is involved in eWork and how they propose

to implement it.  A good illustration of how this might be done is given in the guiding principles for

developing eWork shown above, which were developed for Lloyds TSB Bank.

Companies should be alert to situations where some staff, particularly senior managers, may disguise

discomfort and lack of familiarity with information and communications technology by general

resistance to the eWork idea.  It can be worthwhile providing one-to-one IT coaching to improve their

skills if this is a problem.

Developing a company policy
As a first step, review the Code of Practice developed jointly by IBEC and the Irish Congress of Trade

Unions for the National Council on Teleworking. 7

The Code gives an excellent overview of teleworking issues (including eWork), a template agreement

and a summary of relevant legislation.  It forms part of the new Partnership for Prosperity and

Fairness (PPF) agreement. 

IBEC also provides a useful summary of such agreements in its document, Guideline for Employee

Relations 19, Teleworking and Telecommuting.

The Code provides a starting point for your company's own policy, which should be a living document

that adapts to reflect changes in the company's own development, technology changes, personnel

moves and new business opportunities.  The less complex the policy, the easier it will be to adapt it

to meet new developments. 

The key is to avoid

complexity, while

ensuring coverage of

relevant issues.

eWorkers at Aer Rianta: (clockwise from top left) Kevin
Doherty, Bernie McCabe, Una ni Mhearain and Maire
O’Malley.
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Where and When
To get value from eWork, the company's eWorkers should work at least 20% of their time away from

the main site.  Less than this suggests a fairly modest effort that requires no significant process other

than good management and monitoring - but, equally, may not recoup the up-front investment.

With each eWorker, you should specify the specific address(es)  where eWork may be undertaken, or

if it is to be mobile.  For home-based eWorking, the ideal situation is a separate, lockable room not

subject to interruptions, which can be used as a home office.  However, not everyone has this available

and, for occasional eWork, a desk in a spare room or dining room may be enough.

Reporting and Communications
The major barrier to the introduction of eWork is often resistance by managers, particularly middle

managers who fear a loss of control or status. Unless this issue is addressed from the outset in

planning an eWork policy, its implementation will fail.

Senior management may also be concerned about poor communications leading to the undermining

of organisational culture and staff loyalty.  Successful eWorking requires that communications

methods have to change where people are working regularly away from the office.  Otherwise poor

communications could lead to errors, missed deadlines, inadequate customer service, demotivation of

staff and - at worst - the failure of the entire process.

Different jobs (and individuals) will require different levels of direction.  However in most cases the

eWorkers should be expected to spend at least one day a week at the company's offices to keep up-

to-date.

E-mail, complemented by modern telephone systems that treat the eWorker's home office telephone

as simply another extension, are also useful reporting and contact mechanisms.

Performance Measures
It is important to break down the eWorker's existing job function into a series of discrete tasks, against

which performance criteria can be set, regularly updated and reviewed.  Each task element should

have a time specification, quality measures and interim reporting points.

An eWorker's own schedule can slip - but there can also be delays when that schedule depends on the

completion of some other tasks within the company.  For the sake of both eWorkers and their

managers, there should be a process for identifying problems before they develop too far.

Performance measures are a means of communicating the effectiveness of the eWorking process

between manager and eWorker, and between the eWork process and the rest of the company.

By establishing realistic performance measures, and providing the eWorker with the tools and training

necessary to achieve them, the company will quickly gain the benefits of eWork.

eWorkers must have a

clear understanding

of the required

frequency and format

of reports and

communications with

managers. 
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Equipment, Software, Training and Support
Setting up a home office for very low levels of eWorking is not realistic, yet employers that wish to

reap the full benefit of the process should not scrimp on the basic tools of eWorking, which include

equipment, training and support.

Equipment and software will typically include:

A GOOD DESKTOP OR LAPTOP PC, WITH MODEM OR ISDN LINKS; A COMBINED PRINTER, FAX, SCANNER AND

COPIER IS OFTEN ESSENTIAL;

SUITABLE SOFTWARE, INCLUDING SOFTWARE THAT WILL ALLOW THE EWORKER TO CONNECT TO THE COMPANY

SERVER AND PASS THROUGH ITS FIREWALL;

A TELEPHONE SYSTEM - SEPARATE FROM THE DOMESTIC PHONE - WITH MESSAGING, CALL FORWARDING AND

VOICEMAIL CAPABILITY.  MOBILE EWORKERS MAY NEED A GSM MOBILE; WAP (WIRELESS APPLICATION

PROTOCOL) CAPABILITY FOR EMAIL AND INTERNET CONNECTION WILL EXTEND ITS USEFULNESS.

The company's own in-house or specialist IT service provider should be involved in the specification

and installation of this equipment, as well as its maintenance and support. 

Training may be necessary to familiarise the eWorker with the functions of equipment and software

and to provide a core set of troubleshooting skills.

Training can also boost time management, communications and other interpersonal skills.  It could

be worthwhile involving the whole team in a half-day training session on eWork, followed by a

discussion of how eWork might help the team, and flag where problems might arise and how they

should be resolved. 

Covering Costs
While each case will be unique, establishment and certain recurring costs are inevitably the

responsibilities of the employer.

Establishment costs cover not just the direct costs of hardware, software and upgrading

communications links but also furniture, storage and office accessories.  Where a potential eWorker

already has a home office, it should be evaluated to ensure it conforms to company standards and

health and safety criteria.

Recurring costs include phone costs, postage, couriers, insurance, heat and light and stationery.

Internationally practice varies on how these costs are treated, but it is essential to agree an approach

beforehand, reviewing it later if necessary.  You could agree an annual or monthly contribution to

costs, or to have invoices billed directly to the company.

Disagreements can arise when costs exceed expectations or there is a perception that the eWorker has

abused the facility for personal purposes.  To avoid this, separate company and personal telephone

lines should be operated, and regular cost review meetings scheduled.

Employees should be instructed to inform their mortgage provider and insurance company that they

plan to work partly from home.

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

Relatively modest

investments in

training can prevent

significant problems

later.
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Health & Safety Considerations
All provisions of the Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act 1989, and the subsequent General

Application Regulations 1993, apply to eWorkers.  The normal risk assessment and reporting

requirements apply to both parties.

A company proposing to establish an eWork programme should assess the likely H&S risks, which may

include:

EQUIPMENT AND FURNITURE;

ELECTRICAL SAFETY;

FIRE SAFETY;

LIGHTING;

HEATING AND VENTILATION;

ERGONOMIC GUIDELINES ON KEYBOARD AND VDU USE;

GUIDELINES ON CARRYING HEAVY ITEMS;

ACCIDENT REPORTING PROCEDURES;

GUIDELINES ON AVOIDING THE NEGATIVE IMPACT OF ISOLATED WORKING.

The company's Health & Safety officer should assess the suitability of the proposed home office space,

but self-certification by the eWorker to agreed standards may be used instead.

Scheduled regular reviews by the H&S officer are the most effective means of ensuring that problems

don't arise unexpectedly.

Career Development and Employment Conditions
Normally eWorkers' employment conditions will remain unchanged, although they will benefit from

more sustained training and support to maintain and develop their eWorking capability.

However existing agreements and procedures may need to be revised to accommodate eWork.  Likely

areas for revision include:

METHOD OF REQUESTING AND RECORDING OVERTIME;

METHOD OF REPORTING IN SICK;

REIMBURSEMENT OF EXPENSES WHILE EWORKING;

FRINGE BENEFITS SUCH AS ATTENDANCE, PRODUCTIVITY OR OTHER BONUSES.

Concerns arise when the eWorker is not considered to be on an equal footing for career development

opportunities or rewards (bonuses, merit awards).  You can avoid problems by ensuring the proper

integration of the eWorker's functions into the everyday operation of the company, regular

participation by the eWorker in on-site activities and events, and scheduled interaction between

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

The legal

responsibilities of any

employer to protect

the health and safety

(H&S) of employees

remain unchanged

irrespective of where

the employee

undertakes the

business function. 
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eWorkers and on-site colleagues.  HR and line managers need to ensure that eWorkers have access to

career and individual development opportunities and are informed of job opportunities and training

courses.

Performance reviews are likely to become more important to eWorkers, particularly if they are

concerned about being isolated or overlooked.  Managers should include discussion of any problems

arising from eWork and should make a point of specifically asking whether he or she is giving

sufficient feedback, information and communication to the eWorker.

It may help if the performance review takes place at the home office or client site, so the manager can

get a feel for any underlying issues relating to the eWork arrangements.

An Exit Strategy
Planning for failure is not a weakness.  A process that does not work can lead to disaffection,

demotivation and - if it results in poor service to clients - significant economic loss.  It is important

therefore to build in a process for exiting the eWorking project for individual eWorkers, their

managers and the employer.

A process of regular reviews is the most effective way to achieve this.  Each review should include a

decision that either endorses the continuation of the process in some manner or stops it in its tracks.

The review should be consensual and flexible enough to allow for a variety of possible outcomes - a

temporary stop to the process, a revamp, further training, new task development, change of reporting

lines, change of manager, etc. 

In the first six months of the eWorking project, reviews should be held monthly; in the second six

months, they should be scheduled quarterly, changing to once every six months after that.  Reviews

are an addition to the regular contact and reporting meetings that eWorkers would normally have with

line managers and colleagues.

The exit strategy must also take account of the return of equipment, etc from the eWorker.

An eWork Agreement
It is useful to develop an eWork agreement to cover the operation of eWork in your company.

The agreement can cover all the details that apply to your company (perhaps including some of those

from the Frequently Asked Questions in Section 5) and can be adapted for the particular

circumstances of each eWorker.

eWorking should be

voluntary by nature,

with no negative

consequences for an

employee who exits

the programme.

http://www.entemp.ie/ecd/Telework.html : 

IBEC/ICTUCode of Practice on Teleworking

http://ework.ie/guide/communications.htm :

A draft communications agreement 



5 - FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

as you introduce eWork, questions will

undoubtedly arise.  This section anticipates

some of them and provides you with the answers. 8

How can we manage employee performance?

PICK THE RIGHT PEOPLE, AND GIVE THEM THE RIGHT TRAINING, AND YOU WILL NOT HAVE A MOTIVATION ISSUE.
IF THEY ARE CONSCIENTIOUS IN THE OFFICE, THEY WILL MORE THAN LIKELY BE CONSCIENTIOUS AT HOME;

FOCUS ON PERFORMANCE AND RESULTS (DELIVERABLES), NOT ON ACTIVITIES OR PRESENCE, UNLESS THE JOB

REQUIRES PRESENCE - FOR EXAMPLE, CALL ANSWERING;

RESULTS CAN OFTEN BE MEASURED THROUGH SURVEYS - FOR EXAMPLE, BY CLIENT SURVEYS;

REWARD EWORKERS IF THEY ARE SHOWING PRODUCTIVITY INCREASES OR INNOVATIVE METHODS OF GETTING

TASKS COMPLETED;

MOST EXPERIENCED EWORKERS FEEL THE LOSS OF INFORMAL POSITIVE FEEDBACK, SO PROVIDE IT;

YOUR PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL SYSTEM SHOULD NOT BE AFFECTED;

IF YOU'RE USING VIDEO, TELEPHONE OR COMPUTER MONITORING, MAKE SURE WORKERS ARE AWARE OF IT.

What do we do if an eWorker's performance deteriorates?

HOW WOULD YOU NORMALLY HANDLE POOR PERFORMANCE?

DISCUSS OPENLY WITH THE EMPLOYEE WHAT IS CAUSING THE PROBLEM;

GIVE THE EWORKER THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXPLAIN THE DIFFICULTY;

GET THE EWORKER INVOLVED IN PROBLEM-SOLVING;

TIE FURTHER EWORKING TO IMPROVED PERFORMANCE, BUT AS A LAST RATHER THAN A FIRST RESORT.●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●
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What are the main information technology and communications issues?

eWorking is a fact of life in many companies today, so some key systems may already be in place.  IT

issues relating to eWork are extensive and can include:

SPECIFYING AND COSTING THE HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE;

ADAPTING INVENTORY SYSTEMS TO ACCOUNT FOR EQUIPMENT HELD OFF-SITE;

SPECIFYING AND COSTING REMOTE ACCESS TO COMPANY NETWORKS (INCLUDING COPING WITH SECURITY ISSUES

SUCH AS FIREWALLS);

ESTIMATING AND MONITORING TELECOMMUNICATIONS RUNNING COSTS OF REMOTE ACCESS;

ENHANCING TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES (FOR EXAMPLE, FOLLOW-ME NUMBERS, WHICH DIVERT ALL CALLS

TO WHEREVER THE EWORKER IS, AND ISDN).  ASYMMETRIC DIGITAL SUBSCRIBER LINE (ADSL), WHICH

ADAPTS ORDINARY TELEPHONE LINES FOR HIGH-SPEED DATA COMMUNICATIONS, SHOULD SOON OFFER

SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS;

ASSESSING WHAT GROUPWARE FUNCTIONS MAY BE NEEDED BY TEAMS;

REVISING INFORMATION SECURITY POLICIES TO TAKE ACCOUNT OF EWORKING;

SPECIFYING, COSTING AND DEVELOPING FACILITIES FOR HOT-DESKING INCLUDING POWER AND DATA POINTS AND

BOOKING SYSTEMS FOR HOT-DESKS;

ENSURING BACKUPS ARE TAKEN AND THE INTEGRITY OF DATA IS MAINTAINED;

INSTALLING AND TESTING OFF-SITE INSTALLATIONS AND REMOTE ACCESS;

SPECIFYING, SOURCING AND COSTING APPROPRIATE TRAINING;

PROVIDING TECHNICAL SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE SERVICES TO REMOTE WORKERS.

What are the main security issues?

IF STAFF COULD WALK OUT OF THE BUILDING TODAY WITH DISKS, DRAWINGS OR DOCUMENTS, THEN EWORKING

DOESN'T PRESENT A NEW RISK;

A WIDE RANGE OF SECURITY SOLUTIONS IS AVAILABLE.  NOTHING IS FOOLPROOF BUT THERE ARE REASONABLE,
ECONOMIC OPTIONS TO PREVENT UNAUTHORISED ACCESS;

WHERE PEOPLE WORK ON SECURE DOCUMENTS AT HOME, BRIEF THEM ON THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES AND MAKE

SURE THEY HAVE LOCKABLE STORAGE;

WHERE DOCUMENTS ARE NOT TO BE TAKEN OUT OF THE BUILDING, INFORM THE EWORKER AND ENSURE THEY

ARE HANDLED ON A NON-EWORKING DAY OR BY ANOTHER WORKER;

EWORKING WILL NOT WORK WITHOUT TRUST.  IF THE MANAGER DOES NOT TRUST THE EWORKER, THEN THE

SELECTION PROCESS HAS FAILED.

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●
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Are there specific concerns about data protection?

Employers' legal responsibilities for data protection are unaffected by eWorking.  Normally eWorking

should not cause any change but the employer should consider whether the eWork arrangement could

materially affect the legal duty to keep data safe, secure and up to date.

What kinds of IR issues arise with eWork?

Several Irish companies now have company-wide eWorking agreements in place, often agreed with

unions.  The CWU and MSF unions have published guidelines for negotiating agreements.

Equality should be considered.  Equal opportunities law will tend to push companies towards

providing flexibility through eWork arrangements.  Transparent selection processes for eWork are also

an issue.  Ideally such systems should be agreed between management and employee representatives.

They should be flexible and take account of all equality and employee protection legislation.

What are the advantages of eWork for employees?

The main advantages from an employee's perspective are:

IMPROVED JOB SATISFACTION AND QUALITY OF LIFE;

REDUCED COMMUTING TIME AND ASSOCIATED COSTS;

A BETTER BALANCE BETWEEN WORK AND HOME LIFE, LEADING TO REDUCED WORK STRESS, ILLNESSES AND SICK

LEAVE;

REDUCED COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE INTANGIBLES OF WORKING LIFE - FOR EXAMPLE, PROFESSIONAL

CLOTHES AND ACCESSORIES, CAR TYPE AND SIZE, GROOMING COSTS, OFFICE LUNCHES, ETC.

What are the disadvantages?

POTENTIAL FOR ISOLATION AND LOSS OF MOTIVATION;

MORE LIMITED CAREER DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES - "OUT OF SIGHT, OUT OF MIND" MAY MEAN A LACK OF

TRAINING AND PROMOTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES;

FEAR THAT HOME-BASED EWORKERS WILL BE GIVEN MORE ROUTINE TASKS WHILE OFFICE COLLEAGUES GET THE

INTERESTING AND REWARDING WORK;

CONFLICT BETWEEN HOME AND WORK LEADING TO INCREASED STRESS.●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●
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What about planning permission and business rates for working at home?

Planning permission is rarely a problem in practice.  Some local authorities (for example, Dublin

Corporation) are moving towards allowing home-based economic activity within dwelling houses as

standard.  It is advisable to discuss the issue with council planning departments.  The Department of

the Environment has stated that:

TELEWORKING/TELECOMMUTING (EWORKING) FROM HOME (EITHER PART-TIME OR FULL-TIME WHERE ALL THAT

IS INVOLVED IS A COMPUTER TERMINAL) ...  IT WOULD BE DIFFICULT TO ARGUE THAT THERE IS ANY MATERIAL

CHANGE OF USE INVOLVED HERE AND ACCORDINGLY IT WOULD NOT BE AN ISSUE FROM A PLANNING POINT OF

VIEW;

HOME AS AN OFFICE WITH STAFF (SEVERAL PEOPLE) AND DEDICATED SPACE ... IS QUITE A DIFFERENT CONCEPT

AND WOULD INVOLVE A MATERIAL CHANGE OF USE AND WOULD CONSEQUENTLY COME WITHIN THE SCOPE OF

THE PLANNING CODE.

Business rates therefore could apply to home offices in certain circumstances, so it may be useful to

seek professional advice.

Are there any specific tax concerns related to eWorking for employees?

There are three main taxation issues:

BENEFIT-IN-KIND (BIK);

CAPITAL GAINS TAX (CGT);

TRAVEL EXPENSES.

Currently where an employer provides computer equipment or facilities to an employee that could be

used for purposes other than work, a liability for BIK tax arises.  In practice, the amounts are small

and have not been collected by the Revenue Commissioners.  BIK can also arise on payment for

expenses such as heat and light or cleaning of a home office, where there may be some element of

profit to the employee.

A CGT liability could arise if part of a property has been used exclusively in connection with

employment and the property is later sold at a profit.  However, if no part of the home is used

exclusively for business, no liability should arise.

If an employee is instructed in writing to work from home, expenses for travel to other workplaces

such as central offices or customer sites may be allowable as business expenses.  However, this is a

grey area where no general tax guidance is available - each case must be considered on its own merits.

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●



What are the insurance and liability implications for the company?

A RISK ASSESSMENT FOR HEALTH AND SAFETY SHOULD BE UNDERTAKEN ON HOME OFFICES, EITHER BY THE

EWORKER (SELF-CERTIFICATION) OR THE COMPANY'S H&S OFFICER;

EWORKERS' HOME OFFICES AND EQUIPMENT, AND ANYONE ENTERING THE HOME OFFICE AT ANY TIME, SHOULD

BE COVERED UNDER COMPANY INSURANCE;

THERE HAVE BEEN VERY FEW COMPENSATION CLAIMS BUT EMPLOYERS ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE HEALTH,
SAFETY AND WELFARE OF EMPLOYEES IN HOME OFFICES AND MOBILE WORKING;

THE LIKELY PROBLEM AREAS ARE CARRYING HEAVY ITEMS, TRIPPING OVER CABLING OR ITEMS LEFT ON THE

FLOOR OF THE HOME OFFICE, RSI (REPETITIVE STRAIN INJURY) AND OVERWORK.

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

●❚●

http://www.cwu.ie : For guidelines on negotiating

eWork agreements

5 - FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
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6: THE FUTURE OF WORK

e-work is  the future of work.  It's happening in

Ireland already.  It will spread to more

companies and sectors, as managers and employees

realise the business and personal benefits it offers.

As markets evolve and the ways in which business is undertaken change, for example in the growth

of eBusiness, eWork provides an opportunity to leverage existing competencies to overcome skills

shortages, increase productivity and enhance customer satisfaction.

The purpose of this guide is to encourage Irish businesses to make this kind of working an everyday

business practice.  No guide can be universal in its coverage of an issue as varied as eWork.  If you

are interested in pursuing the option in greater depth, check out our web site at http://www.ework.ie.

Accommodating three years' growth at
Hewlett Packard

Elma Murphy is general manager for HP Ireland.  She has been
an eWorker for the past three years, mainly working from
home.  Currently 80 staff in the company hotdesk. 

"We were an eWork company anyway, and three years ago we
began to run out of space.  We looked around and found half
the desks were empty half of the time - so hotdesking seemed
like the way to go.  We didn't anticipate how traumatic some
people would find losing "my" chair and "my desk" - there was
some tension during the first couple of months, but now I think
the feeling is completely the other way, we wouldn't go back to
the old system. 

"The business benefits are firstly employee satisfaction.  HP's
work is very pressurised, and more demands are made on staff
year by year.  eWorking and hotdesking provide one way to
relieve that pressure.  But we offer home-based eWorking as an
option - it's not compulsory.

"Another business benefit is that eWorking reinforces management by objectives and allows our people to be in control of
their own lives.  We found our managers took to eWorking like ducks to water because they had the same issues of work
pressure and traffic commuting in their own lives.  In practice, we find hotdesking and eWorking seem to go hand in hand
and work well together.

"One major benefit that we didn't anticipate was much better communication in the company.  Previously, people always
sat with their own section.  Through hotdesking, people mix much more and more information about customers now gets
shared. 

"IT skills are crucial to success.  And company culture is also important.  I've been asked to speak to government
departments about the way we work and they just cannot comprehend the idea of managing people you can't see, whereas
to us it's quite normal. 

"On payback, I don't like to think what we would be paying if we had to get another office block.  We were tight for space
with 60 people three years ago.  Now we have 120 and we're in the same building.  Reasonable office space in Dublin is
£20-£30 per square foot, so you can do your own calculations.  We threw out mounds of files when we brought in
hotdesking.  Now everyone has their own secure storage but it's limited, so they keep the paperwork manageable."

In its June 1999 "100

best places to work in

IT" survey,

Computerworld

magazine found that

97% offer flexitime

and 89% offer

telecommuting

against 69% offering

a fitness centre.  

Also in June 1999, HR

consultants Hewitt

Associates’ annual

survey of 1,020 US

employers found that

79% offer flexitime,

66% part-time

employment, 40% job

sharing and 35%

telecommuting. 
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Sources of further information
1. http://www.gilgordon.com : Website of Gil Gordon Associates.

2. h t t p : / / w w w. i r s e c l i p s e . c o . u k / p u b l i c a t i o n s / f l e x i . h m t l : Flexible Wo r k i n g magazine’s website.

Enterprise Ireland has negotiated a 50% discounts for readers who wish to subscribe to the online

edition.

3. http://www.wfh.co.uk : BT’s Working From Home website.

4. http://www.telecommute.org : The International Telework Association and Council website.

5. http://www.mother.com/dfleming/index.htm : Website of David Fleming, consultant.

6. Teleworking Handbook, 3rd edition, 2000, Imogen Bertin and Alan Denbigh.
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